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Abstract

The classical kemençe which was not frequently used in Turkish music until the 19th 
century, gained more popularity in the late 19th century; although the performance practice 
was technically more limited then. Nowadays the classical kemençe is a regular member of 
the ensembles playing Turkish makam music. Up to this time, performers have developed 
their own techniques in accordance with the nature of the instruments. As most pieces 
in the traditional Turkish makam music repertoire are notated as one-part compositions 
for human voice, there is no notation technique idiomatically developed neither for the 
instruments, nor for the kemençe. In recent years, some composers working in the 
Western-style composition discipline, became interested in using traditional instruments in 
their music. Some of these works feature post-tonal compositional practices and extended 
instrumental techniques which are very common in contemporary Western compositions. 
These newly composed works have become an important step in expanding the boundaries 
of the performance practice. In this article, we will examine the works by some composers 
mainly from Turkey, who bring new approaches to the use of the kemençe in a Western-
style musical framework.

History of the Classical Kemençe
“Kemançe” or “Kemençe” has been used throughout history as a term corresponding to the word 
“fiddle”, representing string instruments (Çolakoğlu, 2013:7-9).

When we look at the roots of the kemençe, among the string instruments found in the 
settlements of Central Asian Turkish peoples, there are many instruments that can be accepted as 
its predecessors, although not exactly similar to the modern instrument. All throughout the Turkic 
migration period, similar instruments with different names can be found. Some of these instruments 
are named differently because of regional varities. Two types of kemençe are mentioned in 16tth 
century Hungarian records. The first one is the narrow and long “Magyar Hegedü” and the second 
one is the pear-shaped “Lenyel Hegedü” which can be assumed as the predecessors of the pear-
shaped kemençe (Özgen, 2001:18-19). 

The instrument known as “lyra dicta” in Byzantine Istanbul is a pear-shaped instrument 
played by fingernails contacting strings from the sides. “Lyra dicta”, an important instrument used 
in the Orthodox chants, had been represented in the European Middle Ages and sustained its 
importance with the name “rebec” until the Renaissance. At the end of the Renaissance period, it 
started to be used by a wider public, bearing different names in different cultures (lyra, gadulka, 
kemençe, tırnak kemane).  Before making its way to Crete in the 15th century, lyra was first present 
in the Byzantine period in Anatolia since the 10th century. Later, in Ottoman-period Istanbul, it 
started to be called kemençe in kaba saz ensembles (Çolakoğlu Sarı, 2013:68-73). 
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Kemençe wasn’t popular until the end of the 19th century. It was used to accompany folk 
dances, mostly in Rumeli region; appeared in dance music ensembles called kaba saz, along 
with lute and percussions. The tuning of the strings was then çargâh, rast and neva. The çargah 
string was used as a drone, as an open string double stop with the neighboring rast string. Later 
on, the tuning was changed to yegâh, rast and neva; also stopped pitches began to be played on 
the lower string as well. By the end of the 19th century, thanks to the renowned player Vasilaki, 
kemençe began to be used in Turkish art music styles named as ince saz; and finally with the great 
contributions by Tanburi Cemil Bey, kemençe has gained wide popularity (Özgen, 2001: 20-21).

Importance of The Classical Kemençe in Non-European Tradition in Contemporary Music
Use of the instruments from non-European traditions in contemporary music
In the second half of the 20th century, after World War II, traditional instruments began to be used 
along with Western instruments in European-originated Western music. The idea of Western-
style art music compositions reflecting a specific national music character was not new: groups 
of composers like the Russian Five and the French “Les Six” had already taken their places in the 
history of Western music. A further step could be the inclusion of instruments from outside of the 
Western classical music discipline and tradition into new compositions. Maybe the French and 
the Russian did not feel such a need because their folk repertoires already had features highly 
compatible with the Western classical. Logically, the more the musical characteristics of the local 
culture would be different than the Western conventions, the more its original instruments would 
be needed.

Some early examples of this practice came from Japan, where Western music was much 
more played and heard compared to the years before World War II, due to the existence of U.S. 
troops in the country in the post-war years, as shown in the biography of renowned composer 
Toru Takemitsu (Narazaki and Kanazawa, 2002). Among the Japanese composers who emerged 
in this period, Takemitsu is perhaps the most internationally known one. Having used Japanese 
instruments in his works from the early 1960s, Takemitsu aimed to create sonorities using 
combinations of Western and Japanese instruments. His music for the movie “Seppuku” (1962) 
featured biwa, the plucked-string Japanese instrument. In 1966, he wrote “Eclipse”, his first 
concert piece for traditional instruments, biwa and shakuhachi, the Japanese end-blown flute. 
In 1967, he composed “November Steps”, a double concerto for the same two instruments and 
orchestra. In “Gitimalya”, which he wrote for marimba and orchestra in 1974, he used Chinese and 
Java gongs and African drums (Narazaki and Kanazawa, 2002). Takemitsu tried to use traditional 
instruments in non-traditional ways and adversely he also applied some Japanese instrument 
playing techniques to Western instruments, as exemplified in “November Steps” and “Autumn 
Garden” for Gagaku orchestra, a kind of Japanese palace music in 1979 (Burton, a.d. 02.05.2016).

Another Japanese composer, Minoru Miki, first met European music when he sang in a 
high school choir. He studied composition with Ifukube and Ikenouchi at the Tokyo University of 
Fine Arts and Music from 1951 to 1955. Written in 1962, “Sone” for three shakuhachis has been his 
first work featuring Japanese traditional instruments. He composed “Rhapsody for Twenty-String 
Koto” for the koto virtuoso Keiko Nosaka in 1968. Minoru Miki searched for a synthesis of Japanese 
and European musics and he worked on finding new playing techniques for Japanese instruments 
with the ensemble he founded. Along with Western and Japanese instruments, Minoru Miki also 
used Chinese and Korean instruments in his works (Kanazawa, a.d 02.05.2016).
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Alongside the Japanese, there are also composers from other countries to mention in this 
section.

Chinese composer Chen Yi composed his first work for big orchestra “Duo Ye”, combining 
Western composition techniques and Chinese music tradition in 1987. He took a modern approach 
to the Chinese pentatonic scales. He composed “The Chinese Myths Cantata”, describing three 
legends, for orchestra, male voice and a Chinese native instrument quartet which is consisted of 
zheng, erhu, pipa and yangqin in 1996 (Lee, 2003). 

In Azerbaijan, beginning from later works by the prominent Azerbaijani composer 
Uzeir Hajibeyov (1885–1948), there are an important number of works written for a symphony 
orchestra augmented by Azeri instruments, the tar and kamança among others (During, 2001). 
Haji Khanmammadov is known for his kemança and tar concertos. Composers writing music 
for tar and orchestra include Seid Rustamov, Suleyman Elesgerov, Jahangir Jahangirov, Tofig 
Bakikhanov, Zakir Bağırov, Neriman Memmedov, Ramiz Mirishli, Memmedağa Umudov, Nazim 
Guliyev, Novruz Aydemirli, Firengiz Babayeva (Turunç, 2011:72).

Dutch composer Theo Loevendie, who came to Turkey in the 1950s, was interested in 
Turkish folk music and recorded improvised music using rhythmic and melodic motifs from Turkish 
and Arabic music. Loevendie was influenced by serialism, but instead of using a restricted system, 
he composed with a more flexible approach. “Six Turkish Folkpoems” written for six Turkish music 
instruments in 1977, shows his interest in Turkish music (Voermans, a.d. 02.05.2016). Loevendie 
also used kemençe with many other traditional instruments in “Seyir” which he composed for 
chamber orchestra in 2002. 

Armenian composer Vache Sharafyan composed a notable number of pieces incorporating 
Western and local instruments such as duduk, zurna, kamança, tar. Indian composer and sitar 
virtuoso Ravi Shankar, who performed numerous concerts all around the world, has composed 
three concertos and a symphony for the sitar and Western orchestra (Slawek, 2014). Iranian 
composer Hossein Dehlavi used traditional instruments such as the santoor, tar and tombak in 
some of his compositions (Url-1). 

Use of makam and folk music instruments in Western music in Turkey
Ulvi Cemal Erkin (1906-1972) was the first composer in Turkey to use traditional instruments with a 
Western-style orchestra using darbuka in his work “Köçekçe” in 1943. The first use of a traditional 
Turkish instrument as soloist in a Western music setting was the “Kanun Concerto” composed 
for string orchestra and kanun in 1944 by Hasan Ferit Alnar (1906-1978) (Boran and Şenürkmez, 
2010:289).

When it comes to the use of the classical kemençe, pop music artist Barış Manço (1943-
1999) has been the first to use the kemençe outside of a traditional setting in his album “Dağlar 
Dağlar” and prolific kemençe performer Cüneyd Orhon (1926-2006) has recorded the kemençe 
taksim and solo melodies in this record in 1970. The kemençe began to be used in some popular 
music works increasingly after this record where it was an important instrument in the bands such 
as Yeni Türkü and İncesaz. This practice continued in 1990’s through TV series’ musics as well. 
Although the idea of using the kemençe in such settings was new, the performers generally kept 
their traditional playing attitudes in these works (Doğan Sevinç, 2013:82-83).
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The following table lists a selection of works by composers from Turkey, dating from 2000 
to present day, using the kemençe with Western music instruments (Table-1).

Table 1. A selection of works by composers from Turkey, dating from 2000 to present day, using 
kemençe with Western music instruments.

Composer Title Instrumentation
Date com-
posed

Yalçın Tura In Honor of Kantemiroğlu Five baroque instruments and kemençe 2000

Eray 

Altınbüken
Kumdaki Kan Kemençe, violoncello and classical guitar 2003

Oğuzhan Balcı Konçertino 3-stringed kemençe and string orchestra 2008

Sadık Uğraş 

Durmuş
İmece

Ney, tanbur, kanun, kemençe, clarinet, 

percussion, violin and violoncello
2008

Evrim Demirel Darb-ı Dügâh

Kemençe, kanun, flute, clarinet, bass 

clarinet, harp, viola, violoncello and 

contrabass

2008

Kamran İnce
Concerto for Orchestra, Turkish 

Instruments and Voices

Ney, kemençe, 2 zurnas, orchestra and 

voices
2009

Evrim Demirel Fasıl No:1 Turkish music ensemble and orchestra 2010

Onur Türkmen Hat for Kemençe and Strings String ensemble and 4-stringed kemençe 2011

Eray 

Altınbüken
Umut ve Çile Kemençe, violoncello and percussion 2012

Kamran İnce Asumani Violoncello and kemençe (or ney) 2012

Sadık Uğraş 

Durmuş
Haliç’te Gezinti

Ney, kemençe, kanun, kudüm and string 

ensemble
2012

Onur Türkmen Havuz
Soprano, 4-stringed kemençe and micro-

tonal guitar
2013

Sadık Uğraş 

Durmuş
1V4K

Kaval, kanun, kudüm, violin and violon-

cello
2013

Fazıl Say Sait Faik Kanun, kemençe and orchestra 2014

Münir Nurettin 

Beken

Klasik Kemençe için İkili Kon-

çerto

3-stringed kemençe, 4-stringed kemençe 

and orchestra
2017

Analysis of Contemporary Compositions Featuring the Classical Kemençe
Compositions by Eray Altınbüken, Oğuzhan Balcı, Sadık Uğraş Durmuş, Onur Türkmen, Evrim 
Demirel, Kamran İnce, Pieter Snapper, David Evan Jones and Münir Nurettin Beken have been 
examined in this part of the article. During the course of the examination, we observed three main 
attitudes in using the kemençe together with Western musical instruments. The first attitude is 
using the kemençe as a makam instrument inside a tonal or post-tonal harmonic framework. The 
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second one is considering the kemençe solely as a sound source free of its former makam music 
context, and the third one is a mixture of the first two afore mentioned attitudes in different parts 
of the composition. 

Examples Related to Attitude 1: Kemençe playing makam-based material
As an example of the first attitude having tonal harmonic structure, we can give Oğuzhan Balcı’s 
three-movement concertino for three-stringed kemençe and chamber orchestra dating from 2008, 
where he used the kemençe as a soloist. Balcı has dedicated this work to kemençe virtuoso 
Derya Türkan. Although the score is a C score, depending on the performer, the work can also be 
performed in bolahenk, a transposition found in Turkish makam music, where the written notes 
sound a perfect fourth lower. 

The first movement of the concertino, entitled “Ninni” (Lullaby), is in D minor. In the 
beginning of this movement, the main theme is played first by the kemençe, then gets doubled by 
first and second violins. Later on, segâh and hüzzam çeşnis are also heard in the kemençe part. 
In the second movement in A minor tonality, entitled “Halki” (Name of an island in the Aegean 
Sea), Kemençe’s solo theme is reflected occasionally in the string section parts. Balcı has placed 
a taksim section for kemençe, between bars 71 and 74, to be freely improvised by the performer 
and the following measures features nikriz çeşni, beginning from bar 75 to 94 as seen in Figure 1. 
Following this, a melodic line from the first movement featuring segâh çeşni comes back between 
the bars 94 and 98 and the movement ends in A minor. 

Figure 1. Oğuzhan Balcı, Concertino for kemençe and chamber orch., 2nd mov. “Halki”, 
measure 75-78

The third movement “Tetova’da Pazar Yeri” (Market Place in Tetovo) is in D major. Here, 
Balcı occasionally doubles the melodies in the kemençe part with violins. There is a taksim 
section for kemençe in bar 85, but it is not a free improvisation as in the “Halki” movement. Here, 
although the melodic and rhythmic content of the taksim is notated, the two-measure ritardando 
that comes before and the long-sustained notes in the string section accompanying the taksim 
create together a context where the soloist will perform Ad-libitum, or rubato, with free rhythmic 
pulse. Heading towards the end of the movement, Hicaz çeşni is used in bar 105, prominently 
heard in the following measures in violin parts as well. 

Another example of the first attitude is Evrim Demirel’s “Fasıl No:1” for Turkish music 
ensemble and orchestra, composed in 2010. In this piece Demirel obtains makam sonorities 
using çeşnis, and the Turkish music instruments are planned to sound altogether as is with the 
traditional Turkish music ensembles, except for the improvisations and taksims played by ney. 
Nikriz and hicaz çeşnis appear in all parts for Turkish music instruments. A short excerpt from the 
kemençe part is given in Figure 2. CRR (Cemal Reşit Rey) Symphony Orchestra performed the 
piece in CRR Concert Hall in December 2015. Three-stringed kemençe part was performed by 
Canfeza Gündüz.
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Figure 2. Evrim Demirel, “Fasıl No.1”, excerpt from the score, measure 100-105, kemençe part

In another piece by Evrim Demirel, entitled “Darb-ı Dügâh” which he composed for the 
kemençe, kanun, flute, clarinet, bass clarinet, harp, viola, violoncello and contrabass in 2008, 
the kemençe appears as a soloist keeping its makam music identity. The kemençe part was 
performed by Neva Özgen. Demirel gives a leading role to the kemençe with the improvisational 
sabâ taksim from bar 70 to 110, after which kanun joins in as a second soloist until bar 129.

Sadık Uğraş Durmuş has a stance of his own between composers having kemençe-
including compositions based on makam music content. Durmuş adopts the microtonal scale 
degrees of makams while using this pitch content in an unorthodox way, with sometimes a quasi-
contrapuntal approach, also using different makams in superimposition. This kind of practice is 
still considered here as a part of the first attitude since the kemençe part includes mostly material 
derived from makam music. The only difference is that the composer’s approach to the makam 
music material is highly innovative. Durmuş composed “İmece” (Collaboration) for ney, tanbur, 
kemençe, clarinet, percussion, violin and violoncello in 2008. The ney part is written in mansur 
transposition (sounding a perfect octave below) and the kemençe, kanun and tanbur parts in 
bolahenk transposition. The piece begins with a kanun solo and almost all instruments share the 
role of a soloist while the prominent lines switch from one instrument to the other. In this piece, 
common çeşnis appear in all instrument parts, and different çeşnis are heard in superimposition 
while the Western stringed instruments feature post-tonal harmonic organization (Figure 3).

“Haliç’te Gezinti” (Promenade in the Golden Horn) is another piece by Sadık Uğraş Durmuş, 
dating from 2012. In this piece written for the ney, kemençe, kanun, kudüm and string ensemble, 
Durmuş has the kemençe performing makam-based pitch material. In the first movement entitled 
“Sabah” (Morning), instruments are grouped into three main sections and each of these include 
the kemençe. Thus, there are three different kemençe parts in the piece. Durmuş notated the 
Turkish music instruments in bolahenk transposition as Oğuzhan Balcı did in the piece discussed 
earlier. The piece begins with a ney solo. In bar 32, the ney and kemençe play the leading parts 
and they display segâh çeşni from the third beat of the bar 34 until bar 37. In the second movement 
entitled “Gece” (Night), Turkish music instruments are notated as a single unison part.

Examples by Onur Türkmen reflecting the first attitude are the pieces entitled “Hat” (Line) 
and “Havuz” (Pool), where the composer uses equal temperament with 24 tones (equal quarter 
tones). In “Hat for Kemençe and Strings” for four-stringed kemençe and string ensemble dating 
from 2011, Onur Türkmen uses the kemençe with respect to its makam music identity while on 
the other hand there is an innovative approach in the sense of the playing techniques like molto 
vibrati, wide glissandi, and sul ponticello which are mostly unusual in the traditional playing style. 
The piece was commissioned by Nermin Kaygusuz through an Istanbul Technical University 
research project. Beginning from bar 152, kemençe player is asked to play an improvisation in 
zirgüleli hicaz makam (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Onur Türkmen, “Hat for Kemençe and Strings”, excerpt from the score, measure 152-
156, improvisation in zirgüleli hicaz and playing techniques in kemençe part.

Figure 3. Sadık Uğraş Durmuş, “İmece”, measure 50-52, use of different çeşnis in each parts.
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In “Havuz”, which Onur Türkmen composed basing on a poetry by Ahmet Haşim, for 
soprano, four-stringed kemençe and microtonal guitar in 2013, the composer uses kemençe 
keeping its makam music identity and makes a geçki (makam modulation) in soprano part as 
well. There is nikriz çeşni with the same melody from bar 56 to 62 in kemençe and soprano parts. 
The techniques like vibrato, trill, glissando, sul ponticello, tremolo, natural and artificial harmonics 
show the composer’s innovative approach to the traditional Turkish instruments.

“Concerto for Orchestra, Turkish Instruments and Voices”, composed by Kamran İnce in 
2009, can be given as another example of the first attitude. Nearly during the course of the whole 
four-movement concerto, the kemençe and the ney play in unison. An exception to this practice 
occurs in the second movement beginning from bar 299 until bar 364, which is the attaca passage 
from movement 2 to 3. In the third movement beginning from bar 427, the two instruments play in 
parallel with either perfect fifth or diminished fifth doubling. The fourth movement goes back to the 
first movement’s unison doubling formula. During the first movement, only sabâ tetrachords are 
heard in the kemençe and ney parts (Figure 5). In the second movement, from bar 264, kemençe, 
ney and voice parts feature kürdi pentachords built upon the note of C. In the third movement, the 
kemençe switches to the role of an accompaniment instrument. In the fourth movement, kürdi and 
hicaz çeşnis appear in the kemençe, ney and voice parts. In the CD recording of the work, Neva 
Özgen plays the kemençe.

Figure 5. Kamran İnce, “Concerto for Orchestra, Turkish Instruments and Voices”, excerpt from 
the score, measure 32-36, Ney and kemençe play in unison sabâ tetrachord while zurna gives a 

pedal tone, termed as “dem” in traditional Turkish music.

Kamran İnce keeps his place in the first attitude also with “Asumani” written for the 
violoncello and interchangeably the ney or three-stringed kemençe, in 2012. In this piece, the 
kemençe keeps its makam music identity while also employing some newer techniques for the 
instrument, such as relatively-wide glissandi and molto vibrati. The main melodic motif in hicaz 
çeşni exposed in bar 2, becomes then the main material of a post-minimalist style multi variations, 
being expanded or compressed throughout different sections of the piece (Figure 6). In bar 95, 
kemençe performer is asked to play improvisations using sabâ and çargâh makams. In the album 
recording, performers Yelda Özgen Öztürk (cello) and Neva Özgen (kemençe) appear as Özgen 
Duo.
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Figure 6. Kamran İnce: “Asumani”, excerpt from the score, measure 2-3, hicaz çeşni as a 
repeated motif in a minimalist setting.

Eray Altınbüken’s piece “Umut ve Çile” (Hope and Suffering) composed for the kemençe, 
percussion and violoncello in 2012 fcan be seen as another example of the first attitude. The 
kemençe is notated in bolahenk transposition and considered as a soloist, playing makam-based 
material. Displaying a post-minimalist approach, only two notes of sabâ çeşni is used from bar 4 
to 12 and the pitch area gets slowly expanded until bar 108 where all notes of sabâ çeşni become 
complete. From bar 108 to 124, çargâh çeşni on F is employed and sabâ çeşni comes back in bar 
137.

Examples related to attitude 2: The kemençe plays the material unrelated to makam
The second attitude is mostly observed in works by composers with non-Turkish backgrounds 
although some have important relations with the country’s art music scene. As an example of the 
second attitude, one could mention “News from Afar” by David Evan Jones, composed for the 
kemençe, classical guitar and electronics in 2010. The piece has been given its world premiere 
in Santa Cruz, US (Url-2), as part of University of California Santa Cruz, Friday Night Live concert 
series, by Neva and Mesut Özgen (Url-3). Here, the kemençe is used as an ordinary bowed string 
instrument, hence the piece does not contain any reference to makam music structures. That’s 
why a later recording of the piece for an album release could be made with violinist Roy Malan, 
a western-style trained musician (Url-4). See Figure 7 for a short transcription excerpt from the 
kemençe/violin part of the piece, displaying the absence of makam music-style melodic structures. 

Figure 7. David Evan Jones: “News From Afar”, transcription of the kemençe/violin part based 
on the album recording (Url-4), between 0:51-0:59

Another example of the second attitude would be “Kıvranan” (Wriggler) by Pieter Snapper, 
composed in 2003. The piece features the kemençe and live electronics: the electronics process 
the live sound of the kemençe player in real time, controlled by an “electronics performer”. The 
world premiere of the piece has been given by Neva Özgen on the kemençe and the composer 
himself on live electronics in Mustafa Kemal Hall, Istanbul Technical University. The following 
transcription excerpt (Figure 8) is based on the unreleased sound recording of this concert 
(Snapper, 2003).
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Figure 8. Pieter Snapper: “Kıvranan”, transcription based on unreleased concert recording, 
between 01:00-01:25

Examples related to attitude 3: Mixed attitude
As examples of the third attitude, which is a mixture of the first two attitudes, we can examine the pieces 
“Kumdaki Kan” (Blood on the Sand) and “Cendere” (Mangle) by Eray Altınbüken and “Double 
Concerto” by Münir Nurettin Beken, dating respectively from 2003, 2005 and 2017.

In “Cendere”, written for the solo kemençe, the score includes figures with free atonal pitch 
organization, answered by short melodic phrases based on saba tetrachord, transposed to varied 
pitches.

For “Kumdaki Kan”, composed for the kemençe, classical guitar and violoncello, no 
limitation has been marked about the choice of either a three-stringed or four-stringed kemençe. 
Altınbüken uses violoncello and guitar as accompaniment instruments while kemençe plays a 
more leading role, performing most of the melodic content which features mostly makam-based 
pitch organization except some passages where the kemençe is called for more western style 
lines. The kemençe part has been performed respectively by Neva Özgen with three-stringed 
kemençe and then by Nermin Kaygusuz with four-stringed kemençe in different concerts. Hicaz 
çeşni, appearing in various measures, shows that the kemençe has been used more or less 
with respect to its traditional makam identity. The two excerpts given below reflect the display of 
both first and second attitudes in different sections of the piece, thus pointing to the third “mixed 
attitude”. In the first excerpt, 7th scale degree (the tone below the center pitch), is given as G#, 
creating a Zirgüleli Hicaz sonority (Figure 9). 

Figure 9. Eray Altınbüken, “Kumdaki Kan”, two excerpts from the score, taken from bars 
24-25 and bar 51 reflecting the first and second attitudes used interchangeably. In the first ex-
cerpt, there is Hicaz çeşni in the kemençe part and the second excerpt does not feature any 

makam-related pitch organization.
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Münir Nurettin Beken’s “Double Concerto” written for two kemençes and orchestra 
forms also an example of the third attitude. The kemençe part includes a mixed use of various 
çeşnis following one another, tied by common tones between them, reminding the way of using 
tetrachords found in the 20th century Eastern European composers like Ligeti and Bartok. In 
some other parts, the kemençe plays chromatic material non-related to makam structures.

Conclusion

In this article, we examined general attitudes of contemporary composers in using the kemençe 
inside a Western-style concert music framework. Although the kemençe is part of a line of 
traditional bowed string instruments dating back centuries, it started to be used in such a musical 
context only in the recent years, where some composers working in the Western-style composition 
discipline became interested in using traditional instruments in their music. Some of these works 
feature post-tonal compositional practices and extended instrumental techniques which are very 
common in contemporary Western compositions. These newly composed works have become an 
important step in expanding the boundaries of the performance practice. Compositions featuring 
the kemençe by composers Eray Altınbüken, Oğuzhan Balcı, Münir Nurettin Beken, Evrim Demirel, 
Sadık Uğraş Durmuş, Kamran İnce, David Evan Jones, Pieter Snapper and Onur Türkmen are 
covered in the discussion where three main attitudes are observed in incorporating the kemençe 
in various musical settings. The first attitude is that using the kemençe as a makam instrument 
inside a tonal or a post-tonal harmonic framework. The second one is considering the kemençe 
solely as a sound source free of its former makam music context, and the third one is a mixture of 
the first two afore mentioned attitudes in different parts of the composition.

According to the analysis, composers mostly displayed the first attitude where the 
kemençe is used as a makam-related instrument working in either a tonal or a post-tonal harmonic 
framework. Although the second attitude wasn’t really embraced by Turkish-rooted composers, 
this practice appeared in mix with the first attitude in some compositions which are classified here 
under the title of the third attitude. Even when the composers used the kemençe as a makam-
related instrument, most of the time they brought an innovative approach to the instrument’s 
playing techniques.

We hope that while presenting a picture of the kemençe use in the recent contemporary 
music compositions in Turkey, this work will also function as a source of inspiration for the newly 
emerging composers.
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